Miss Lucy To Fight On New York

Miss Atherine Lucy, who is sighted and speech-impaired, told a press conference today that she will be attending the University of Alabama this fall.

“Miss Lucy said that the university will provide all necessary accommodations to ensure her success,” the university spokesperson said.

Miss Lucy, who was born without arms, is seen as an inspiration to many who face challenges in life.

IDIOMS

(1) A feather in one’s cap

(2) To feel the fault with

(3) Far from...
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Lord Chesterfield To His Son

A. About Letter-Writing

Bath, October 4, 1738.

My dear Child—By my writing so often, and by the manner in which I write, you will easily see that I do not treat you as a little child, but as a boy who loves to learn, and who is ambitious of receiving instructions. I am sure you understand, that in reading my letters, you are attentive, not only to the subject of which they treat, but also to the orthography and to the style. It is of the greatest importance to write letters well, as this is a talent which unavoidably occurs every day of one’s life, as well as in business as in pleasure; and inaccuracy in orthography or mistaking for style are never pardoned but in babies. When you are older, you will read the Epistles (that is to say Letters) of Cicero, which are the most perfect models of good writing. A propos of Cicero, I must give you some account of him. He was an old Roman, who lived eighteen hundred years ago, but a grand master of the English, and the most celebrated orator that ever was. Will it not be necessary to explain to what an orator is? I believe I trust. An orator is a man who has the habit of speaking in public assembly, and who speaks with eloquence. This is why, reasons well, has a fine taste and style, and to be a great speaker, it is necessary to have the voice of eloquence, to persuade them to whatever he pleads. At other times, he used to undertake causes, and plead for his clients in courts of justice, and in those cases he generally had all the suffrage. To say, all the opinions, all the decisions, in his favor. While the Roman republic enjoyed its freedom, he could very signal service to his country: but after it was enslaved by Julius Caesar, the first Emperor of the

Malta to decide on U.K. union

The people of Malta voted today and Sunday in a referendum to decide whether to join the United Kingdom and send three representatives to Parliament in London.

Maltas, which won the George Cross for its population’s courage in the face of incessant air attack, is now a colony.

The idea, conceived by the island’s Socialist Premier Dom Mintoff, was approved by an all-party round table conference in London last year but is opposed by the Maltese Nationalist Party and the Catholic Church—United Press.

【註】reference: Dan Mintoff, in the face of...